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Introduction

Recently in Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark, world conference on climate change had

been held. Many countries sent their representatives on various issues relating to world

environmental crisis- such as global warming and climate change etc.

In this regard “Environmental Impact Assessment” is a very important area to analyze. The

term “Environmental Impact Assessment” initially came to be used with the enforcement of the

N.E.P.A (the US National Environmental Policy Act) on January 1, 1970 in the USA. Since

then E.I.A has gained world wide acceptance. The E.I.A is focused largely on the bio-physical

environment outside the home and work place and its relevant social and economic contradictions.

Determination of Impact

Impact determination should be based upon five criteria namely:

i. The magnitude of the possible impact

ii. Its ecological significance

iii. Its extent in space and time

iv. The sensitivity or vulnerability of the elements in the country or the physical area

v. The degree of irreversible damage caused

Types of Environmental Impacts

There are various types which are mentioned below:-

i. Physical and socio-economic

ii. Direct (or primary) and indirect (secondary, tertiary, higher order)

iii. Immediate, short run and long run

iv. Local (micro-environmental)andstrategic (macro-environmental-regional,nationaland

beyond)

v. Adverse (negative) andbeneficial (positive)

vi. Quantitativeandqualitative
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vii. Reversible and irreversible

viii. Intended and accidental

ix. Discrete andcumulative

x. Actual (objective) and perceived (subjective)

xi. Distribution by group and / or area

xii. Relative to other developments1

A term that needs to be explained in connection with Environmental impacts is ‘significant’

so that we may judge whether an impact ‘significantly’ affects the quality of human

environment.Mostnational legislationsexplicitlyuse theword,although ithasnotbeenclearly

defined at anypoint.The concept of ‘significance’ is thus, overly subjective and ismostly the

outcome of a collective judgment of assessment officers, legislators, decision makers and the

public.

Withregard to‘EnvironmentalImpactAssessment’ thegeographicaldiffusionof theconcept

has resulted in adiversenomenclature.Bycontrast,E.I.A is anofficial evaluationof the likely

effects of a proposed policy, program or project on the environment, of alternatives to the

proposal and of measures required to be adopted to protect the environment. The concept is

sufficientlycomprehensiveandisapplicablefromtheinceptionofaproposaltoitsimplementation

and involvespost-project analysis (P.P.A)aswell.Accordingly,E.I.A iscomplementaryphases

of the total Environmental Review (E.R) process.

E.I.A is a systematic, integrative, proactive process of predicting and evaluating an action,

impacts on thenatural andman-madeenvironment, the conclusionsofwhichare tobeusedas

a decision making tool.

E.I.A is an anticipatory, participatory environmental management tool that can help, prevent

environmental degradation by giving decision makers better information regarding the

consequences of developmental actions on environment.

Objectives of E.I.A

The objective of E.I.A is not to force but only to guide decision-makers to adopt the least

environmentally damaging alternative because environmental impact is just on the issues

addressed by the decision-makers to adopt the least environmentally damaging alternatives

as they seek tobalance the conflictingdemandsof economicdevelopment andenvironmental

protection.Social andeconomic factorsmaybe farmoreconstraining.Moreover, asdecision-

makersneed tohandleadisparate rangeof informationasabasis for theirdecisionsaggregation

is always a recurrent problem. In this regard, E.I.A if rightly employed, can serve as an
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integrative element in environmental protection policy, but is only one element in that policy,

for decision-makers will probably have other appraisal techniques at their disposal.

Conclusion

E.I.A is, thus, the outcome of a long evolutionary process, the nature and utility of E.I.A is a

function of time, space and the values and perspectives of those in its evaluation.

O’Riordon appropriately encapsulates the idea thus:-

“If one sees E.I.A not so much as a technique, rather as a process that is constantly changing

in the fallof shiftingenvironmentalpoliticsandmanagerial capabilities,onecanvisualize it asa

sensitive barometer of environmental values in a complex environmental society. Long may

E.I.A thrive”.
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